Recent advances in sensory neuroscience using Drosophila olfaction as a model system have revealed brain maps representing the external world. Once we understand how the brain's built-in capability generates the internal olfactory maps, we can then elaborate how the brain computes and makes decision to elicit complex behaviors. Here, we review current progress in mapping Drosophila olfactory circuits and discuss their relationships with innate olfactory behaviors.
Introduction
All animals are born with a priori capabilities that are hardwired into the nervous system for instinctive behaviors independent of experience. The internal representation of the external world is then evolved as a result of the brain's built-in capability to derive meaning from information in the surrounding environment. A cognitive map is therefore established through the experiencedependent modifications in the prewired brain circuits. To elicit adaptive behavioral responses, the spatiotemporal pattern of sensory stimuli perceived by an animal must be ultimately translated into neural codes in the brain. How information of the outside world is transmitted to the inside of the brain? This big question has been extensively addressed in a small but functional neural circuit: the olfactory system of the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster. Drosophila exhibits many complex behaviors controlled by an olfactory system that has been proven to be genetically and anatomically similar to those in the vertebrates [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Amenability of the genetic toolbox in the Drosophila allows manipulation of identified brain neurons with such a spatial and temporal precision that results in unprecedented insight into the design and function of the brain. Advances in Drosophila sensory neuroscience are clarifying information processing mechanisms that underlie a response in the brain to a stimulus [6] . Here, we limit our discussion on the current progress in mapping brain circuits involved in the Drosophila olfactory behaviors. Understanding the neural maps representing olfaction will have a great impact on the insight of molecular and cellular mechanisms involving in the olfactory memory formation [7, 8] .
Organization of the Drosophila olfactory circuitry Figure 1 shows the organization of the Drosophila olfactory circuitry. Odors are detected by a large family of odorant receptors (ORs) expressed in olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) on the maxillary palp and the antenna [9] . Individual OSNs express only one, or a few, but rarely, OR on the ciliated endings of OSN dendrites [10] [11] [12] . The axons of OSNs expressing the same OR converge to a single glomerulus in the ipsilateral antennal lobe (AL) [13] [14] [15] , where they synapse with projection neurons (PNs) that project to the mushroom body (MB), the lateral horn (LH) [9] and inhibitory and excitatory local neurons (LNs), that might modulate the information among glomeruli [9, 10, 16] .
The OR-to-OSN map
Drosophila has a family of 60 OR genes that encode 62 odorant receptors determining the odorresponse profile of the OSNs [14, [17] [18] [19] [20] . Each OR gene expresses in a subset of OSNs except Or83b that acts as a co-receptor in ca. 70% OSNs [20] [21] [22] [23] . Flies lacking OR83b display severe defects in many different olfactory behaviors but with their lifespan extended [22, 24] . In Drosophila larva, each of the paired olfactory dorsal organs houses 21 OSNs. Each OSN expresses a single OR in addition to OR83b, including 11 ORs that are not expressed in the adult [25] [26] [27] . In Drosophila adult, the recognition of odors is accomplished by sensory hairs distributed over the surface of the third antennal segment and the maxillary palp. There are about 2600 OSNs housed inside three different types of hair-like sensilla: the club-shaped basiconic, the long-pointed trichoid and the short coeloconic sensilla [28] [29] [30] [31] . The OSNs housed inside the distal-lateral trichoid and the proximomedial basiconic sensilla project their axons to lateral-anterior and proximo-medial AL glomeruli, respectively [32] [33] [34] . In the maxillary palp, OSNs projecting via the labial nerve to the AL are all contained in the basiconic sensilla. 
The OSN-to-PN map
In the ALs, the axons of OSNs project to about 50 glomeruli, where they synapse with dendrites of intrinsic LNs and output PNs. Axons of OSNs with the same OR expression converge to the same AL glomerulus suggesting stereotypic connectivity with PNs [15, [41] [42] [43] . Co-convergence to VA6 glomerulus from two different classes of OSNs labeled by different OR Gal4 lines is an exception [32, 33] . Therefore, a topographic map of OR responses in the peripheral sensory organs is further represented in the ALs [44] . Stereotypic connectivity between the OSNs and PNs has been confirmed by functional calcium imaging [20] and 2-deoxy glucose mapping [45, 46] showing that Figure 1 . Organization of the Drosophila olfactory system. Odorants are detected by the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) located on the antenna (Ant, green) and maxillary palp (MP, magenta) sending their axons via the antennal nerve (AN) and the labial nerve (LN), respectively, to the antennal lobe (AL, orange); where the projection neurons (PNs, red) receive the information and relay to the mushroom body (MB) and the lateral horn (LH). This picture is a montage of four sets of confocal images taking from the whole head (grey), brain (blue), antenna (Ant), and maxillary palp (MP) separately from different flies. The head image is derived from auto-fluorescence excited with 633 nm laser. MB and AL (orange) are segmented from the whole brain stained by nc82 antibody. OSNs in the antenna and MPs are labeled by OR83b-GFP. The single PN image is derived from MARCM visualization of GH146-GAL4.
